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our collection

	Gipsy
	Gipsy 2.0
	Deercraft
	Mauritius
	Monte Carlo
	Sailors & Brides
	JOTT
	ISA bodywear
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The
company Mode Monte Carlo; von Ehr GmbH was
founded by Ladislaus von Ehr in 1964.Supported by his wife, Annemarie, the
brand Monte Carlo was placed at the
market, within a short period of time, with great success. Monte Carlo is one
of the greatest Men´s knitwear
suppliers in Europe. To place the head office in the heart of Europe, in Bad Säckingen, was a very good choice,
especially by looking at the meaning
of the European market and the united Europe.


Monte Carlo is a men´s knitwear specialist with
consumer friendly price ranges. In addition to the knitwear collection, sweat-shirts, polo, shirts, blousons, T-Shirts as well as leathers
are offered in harmony.


The
products of Monte Carlo are distributed in Germany, Switzerland, France, Austria,
Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Scandinavia, Great Britain, Ireland, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungry, Greece and
Russia. Our eleven
representatives in Germany are cultivating our good and long lasting relationships with the textile retailers. The
customers in the export market are exclusively served throughout fashion
agencies.


Monte Carlo is presented at all leading fairs in
Germany and other countries. Our collection is shown in Munich, Berlin, Leipzig, Rostock,
Hamburg, Nuremberg, Sindelfingen,
Eschborn and Oldenburg. For the export
market our collection is shown in Paris, Zurich, Vienna, Salzburg,
London and Moscow. 



The total logistic is located in Bad Säckingen in the head office. In over 2000
square meters stock, all orders get reliably packed and send out in time to our customers. Delivery will be effected as desired.
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